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0. Introduction 
In this paper, I examine a vowel reduction pattern in Western Armenian. The 
stressed and unstressed vowels of related forms in a paradigm present an 
interesting derived environment effect (DEE), where only destressed vowels 
undergo any change. Working in the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince & 
Smolensky 1993), I extend the application of Comparative Markedness 
(McCarthy 2003) to the phenomena in Armenian where the interaction between 
the phonotactics, faithfulness to vowel height and markedness against newly 
stressless vowels governs the surface forms of the language. A subset of the data 
reveals an interesting phonotactic restriction against the …rə… sequence.  
 Section 1 presents the stress dependent vowel reduction data from Western 
Armenian and some relevant processes found in the language. Comparative 
Markedness and some relevant constraints are discussed in Section 2. In Section 3 
I go through the analysis of all of the data. Reduction outside of Armenian is 
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 briefly presents stress shift off diphthongs and 
Section 6 concludes.  
 
1. Western Armenian  
Western Armenian is an Indo-European language spoken in major cities of the 
Middle East, Americas, Australia and Europe. I will be looking at how primary 
stress in Armenian affects the vowels in derived forms. Except for some adverbs 
and proper names lexical stress is assigned to the rightmost syllable of a prosodic 
word (Vaux 1998:132). When another morpheme is added to the right, stress 
shifts to the right as seen in (1).  
 
(1) arákh  ⇒  arakh-a-ʃárʒ ⇒ arakhaʃarʒ-uthjún 
 ‘fast’  ⇒ ‘fast moving’  ⇒ ‘capability of moving fast’ 
 
Secondary stress is said to surface on the initial syllable, but this will not be 
investigated or considered in this paper since it does not seem to play a role in 
vowel reduction (Vaux 1998:134).  
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1.1.  The Phenomena  
If the stressed vowel in the shorter word is a high vowel, i or u, it either deletes 
(2a), surfaces as a schwa in the same location (2b) or surfaces as a schwa in a 
different location (2c) in the derived form. Other vowels do not undergo any 
change as seen in (3). 
 
 (2)     a.  deletion: {[i], [u]} ⇒ Ø 
   makhúr  ‘clean’   makhr-él  ‘to clean’  
  jergír   ‘earth’  jergr-aʃárʒ  ‘earthquake’ 
  irigún   ‘night’  irign-athém  ‘nighttime’ 
 
  b.  schwa, same location: C1{i,u}C2 ⇒ C1əC2  
   khín   ‘price’  khən-él  ‘to buy’ 
  harústh  ‘rich’   harəsth-anál ‘to become rich’ 
  
  c.  schwa, different location: C1{i,u}C2 ⇒ əC1C2    
  əsthrúg  ‘slave’     əsthərg-athsadz  ‘enslaved’   
  dʒəʃkhríd  ‘exact’  dʒəʃkhərd-uthjún ‘truthful’ 
 
 (3) [-high] vowels does not change 
  dón   ‘holiday’ don-él   ‘to celebrate’ 
  arká1   ‘king’    arka-jaχənthsór  ‘pineapple’ 
 
An important fact to point out is the derived environment effect, where stressless 
vowels in the base are not affected. Derived environment effects (DEE) is a cover 
term for a phonological process that applies only to environments that have 
undergone some other phonological change, therefore are said to be derived 
(Gnanadesikan 1997; Lubowicz 1999; McCarthy 2003 to name a few). This DEE 
is demonstrated in (4a-b) where only the high vowels that loose stress undergo 
any change. Therefore the word initial stressless [u] in (4a) or [i] in (4b) surfaces 
as is in the derived form. High vowels in positions that are never assigned stress 
like in bound morphemes (4c) or in the left nuclei of polysyllabic suffixes (4d) 
further demonstrate the restriction of reduction to only derived environments.  
 
(4)  a.  uráχ  ‘happy’   uraχ-uthjún  ‘happiness’ 
  b.  irigún  ‘night’   irign-athém  ‘nighttime’   
 c.  ud-él  ‘to eat’ 
 d.  -uthjún   ‘-ation’ 

                                                        

1 Armenian words can end in vowels, these vowels would be assigned the primary stress, but upon 
adding another morpheme this final vowel coalesces, deletes or remains depending on different 
factors, like vowel height, which will not be examined. I will be putting these cases aside. 
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Any analysis of Western Armenian should account for both the derived 
environment effect triggered by stress shift demonstrated above in (4) and all 
three repairs of high vowel reduction (2a-c), predicting all derived forms.  
 
1.2. Schwa Epenthesis and Phonotactics  
Since some of the schwas appear in a different location than the destressed high 
vowels as seen in (2c) and since Armenian exhibits an independent ә-epenthesis 
system it is relevant to ask what the phonotactic restrictions are on these schwas, 
since some of the schwas in the derived forms are possibly epenthetic instead of 
being reduced forms of the high vowels. Underlying consonant clusters are 
broken up by ә-epenthesis, as seen in (5) (Vaux 1998:66). The distribution of the 
schwa vowel is almost entirely predictable.   
 
(5) /hrmʃdg-el/  hәrmәʃdәgél  ‘to jostle’ 
  
Here are a few relevant restrictions on the system. Every non-stop or non-affricate 
consonant needs to be adjacent to a vowel. Therefore forms like *[hrəmʃədgel] 
with respect to [h] or *[hərmʃdəgel] with respect to [m] violate this photactic and 
do not exist in the language. However a surface form like [χənthrel] ‘to request’ 
where a stop is not adjacent to a vowel is phonotactically sound. Since certain 
consonant clusters are phonotactically acceptable epenthesis applies minimally, 
being restricted by a markedness constraint like *ə, and forms like 
*[hərəməʃədəgel] do not surface. Roots that have a string of identical consonants, 
abab..., surface with the two substrings, ab, as identical to each other, in the same 
vein as aggressive reduplication (Zuraw:2002) as seen in (6): 
 
(6)  thərthərél  *thərthrel   ‘to flutter’  
 nerthrúm  *nerthərum   ‘investment’   
  
The phonotactics of non-reduplicative roots do not surface with a schwa for a 
…thr… string, indicating that some form of aggressive reduplication is at play, 
specifically Zuraw's MAX-KK constraint: “If a word contains two substrings S1 
and S2 that are coupled, then every segment in S1 must have a correspondent in S2 
and vice versa” (2002:404).  
 
2. Comparative Markedness  
As seen from the previous section, only the high vowels that bear stress in the 
base reduce. An example of this derived environment effect is reproduced in (7): 
 
(7)  irigún   ‘night’   irign-athém  ‘during dusk’ 
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A certain class of processes, of which Armenian DEE is a part of, are blocked 
unless their structural description is met either by morpheme concatenation or by 
prior rule application (Kiparsky 1973). A classic OT markedness constraint forces 
reduction of all (high) vowels and is not able to account for the derived 
environment effect presented above. We need to turn to a different markedness 
approach, namely Comparative Markedness (CM) (McCarthy 2003). In CM, the 
set of markedness constraints are split into New and Old; “a constraint violation is 
new if the corresponding material in the fully-faithful candidate (FFC) does not 
violate that constraint” (McCarthy 2003:6). The FFC is identical to the base. 
 
(8) For example taking *V[−stress]  which is violated when a vowel is stressless: 

 a.  [uráχ] ⇒ [uraχuthjún] *NV[−stress] is violated with respect to [a]. 
 b.  [uráχ] ⇒ [uraχuthjún] *OV[−stress] is violated with respect to [u].  
 
All the relevant faithfulness constraints evaluate surface forms and are therefore  
base-derivative (BD) constraints, unless otherwise stated. Since stress is assigned 
to the right most nuclei the ALIGN-STRESS-RIGHT constraint is ranked high in the 
system, which states that the primary stress of a prosodic word must appear on the 
final vowel. A newly stressless vowel is preferred over preventing a stress shift as 
seen from a simple example as in (9). Therefore the ranking  
AL-STR-RT >> *NV[ −stress] is revealed, where *NV[ −stress] assigns a violation for 
every new instance of a stressless vowel, demonstrated in (8a). 
 
 (9) bár ‘dance’   barél  ‘to dance’  
 
The vowels of Armenian are not all affected by the shift of stress as presented 
above. Namely only the high vowels {[i],[u]} are affected. To drive the syncope 
of high vowels and restrict the deletion of non-high vowels, MAX-F, with respect 
to vowel height, must be at play in Armenian. More relevantly, MAX[-high] and 
MAX[+high] discussed by Casali (1997) must be ranked with respect to the 
markedness constraint *NV[ −stress]. MAX[-high] >> *NV[ −stress] will ensure (10) and 
*NV[ −stress] >> MAX[+high] will result in (11) drives syncope of high vowels. The 
ranking of MAX[-high] >> MAX[+high] which falls out from transitivity is 
consistent with Casali (1997).  
 
(10) MAX[-high]  >> *NV[ −stress] :   [bár]+/el/  ⇒ barél  *bərél  
 
(11)  *NV[ −stress]  >> MAX[+high]:  [dzúr]+/il/ ⇒ dzəríl *dzuríl  
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3. Analysis  
In this section I will go through the three cases outlined above that need to be 
accounted for with respect to stress shift of high vowels. The CM constraint     
*NV[ −stress] triggers three repairs summarized below in (12): 
 
(12) Deletion:  jergír  ‘earth’   jergr-aʃárʒ   ‘earthquake’ 

 Reduction 1:  phəʒ-íʃk ‘doctor’  phəʒəʃk-uthjún  ‘Medicine’ 
 Reduction 2:  dʒəʃkhríd ‘exact’  dʒəʃkhərd-uthjún  ‘truthful’ 

 
3.1.  Deletion Cases  
The destressed high vowels delete in the derived forms. The resulting consonant 
clusters are phonotactically sound and therefore schwas are not needed as seen 
from tableau (13).  
 
(13)  […VCuCíC]+/…/ ⇒[…VCuCC…]   

 
 
3.2. Reduction to Schwa: Schwa in situ   
In some cases the schwa is indispensable phonotactically as seen in the tableau 
(14) where the strict restriction against word initial complex onsets forces a ə in 
the derived form:  
 
(14)  [dzúr]+/il/ ⇒[dzəríl], *[dzríl]  

 
 
However we run into some trouble when considering the candidate that does not 
undergo any reduction, namely the most faithful candidate seen in (15): 
 
(15)  [dzúr]+/il/ ⇒ [dzəríl], *[dzuríl] 
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Tableau (15) reveals that *NV[ −stress]  should not apply to all vowels, and should 
discriminate between ə and u. To trigger reduction of the high vowel the two 
vowels must be categorically separate in the current system. Therefore 
reformulating the new CM constraint we get: *NV[ −stress] which penalizes every 
instance of a newly stressless sonorous vowel. I assume a difference in sonority 
between the high vowels and schwa: i, u > ə, following de Lacy (2006). With this 
new formulation we get the following tableau in (16), where the most optimal 
candidate that ends up surfacing is the one with the ə in place of the high vowel 
that was stressed in the base.  
 
(16) 

 
 
3.3. Reduction to Schwa: Schwa off-site  
In a third class of reduced forms the schwa in the derived form is not found in the 
same environment as the deleted high vowel in the base, demonstrated in (17). 
More specifically if an [r] segment precedes the high vowel in the base then it will 
follow the schwa in the derived forms: 
  
(17)  dʒəʃkhríd ‘exact’  dʒəʃkhərd-uthjún ‘truthful’ 
 vədʒrúm  ‘decision’ vədʒərm-ajín  ‘like a decision’ 
 badríg  ‘patrician’ badərg-ajín  ‘like a patrician’ 
 phəχrún ‘brittle’ phəχərn-avór  ‘brittle-esque’ 
 
There are two paths to get from a base [...rí...] to a derived form [...ər...]. The first 
is a reduction path, where the high vowel reduces to schwa and a concurrent 
process of metathesis occurs, demonstrated in (18a). The second is one of deletion 
of the high vowel and a concurrent epenthesis of a schwa vowel before the [r] 
seen in (18b).  
 
(18)  a.  [...Crú1C]+/…/ ⇒ [...Cə1rC…]  
 b.  [...Crú1C]+/…/ ⇒ [...Cə2rC…]  
 
Two possibly relevant constraints at play here are the faithfulness constraints, 
DEP-ə, controlling the epenthesis of schwa, and LINEARITY, controlling 
metathesis. If DEP-ə >> LINEARITY then the optimal candidate is the one that has 
undergone metathesis as seen in (18a) and demonstrated by the tableau in (19): 
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(19) 

 
 
However, if LINEARITY >> DEP-ə then the optimal candidate is the one where the 
high vowel has deleted and a schwa has been epenthesized as in (18b) and seen 
below in (20): 
 
(20) 

 
 
A way to determine which of the two paths Western Armenian takes is with wug 
words. Taking base forms like VC1úC2C3# and VC1C2úC3#, we see where the 
schwas surface in the derived forms. If all the schwas surface in the same 
locations as the original high vowels then there would be strong evidence for the 
reduction analysis, therefore the metathesis path as in tableau (19). However if 
what is underlying the system is in fact deletion and epenthesis then the ə would 
not be driven by the location of the high vowel in the base and would always 
appear in the same position in the derived forms, pointing to the ranking in 
tableau (20). Preliminary testing with minimally contrasting wug words of the 
forms {…VC1{ú, í}C2C3#, …VC1C2{ú, í}C3#} indicates that when C2 is [r], the 
derived forms of either wug word of a pair surface with a [ə] before the [r]. When 
C2 is any other segment, the overwhelming majority of the derived forms surface 
with the [ə] in the position of the original high vowel environment. Therefore the 
system in WA at this juncture seems to be a mixture of deletion/epenthesis, when 
[r] is C2, and reduction, for all other C2 segments.  
 The results of the wug test and the available related forms in the lexicon 
reveal a high ranked phonotactic restriction in Western Armenian where instead 
of a ...rə... string, a ...ər... sequence surfaces regardless of the base position of the 
high vowel. I have represented this with the markedness constraint *rə seen in the 
above tableaux (19) and (20). To figure out the exact nature and motivation of this 
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constraint investigation into the phonetics of the interacting segments might help. 
Also other constraints or approaches should be explored at this point to figure 
how to account for this restriction.  
 Another obstacle in the Western Armenian phonological system is the 
high front rounded vowel [y] which does not reduce when stress shifts off of it 
like the two other high vowels [i] and [u], as see in (21): 
 
(21) khýʁ  ‘village’  khyʁ-abéd   ‘chieftain’ 
 
This non-reduction is unexpected since [y] is [+high] like [i] and [u]. Relevant 
formants and length of [y] are similar to the other two high vowels and reduction 
is expected. As we saw [i] and [u] change, so why would [y] not change? A likely 
explanation can be found in how this vowel is produced by different speakers. I 
am currently conducting some experiments examining the phonological nature of 
this nucleus in Western Armenian. The initial observation of the fluidity in 
production might be due to exposure of Western Armenian speakers to the other 
dialects, since most Eastern Armenian dialects realize this nuclei as [ju]. Western 
Armenian speakers can sometimes produce [y] as [ju] or [uj] depending on the 
word. I will put the non-reduction of [y] aside for the time being.  
 In this section I have presented a Comparative Markedness approach to 
the derived environment effect found in Western Armenian. The constraint 
against newly stressless sonorous vowels, *NV[−stress] is at play. The derived forms 
that surface with schwas in the same location as the destressed high vowels 
correspond back to the base high vowels. While the forms where the schwa 
surfaces in a different position, forms involving the segment [r] point to an 
deletion/epenthesis analysis where the ə does not correspond back to the base 
vowel as seen with a wug test. Now I will briefly mention what happens in other 
languages that exhibit vowel reduction patterns and move onto the diphthongs.  
 
4. Reduction Outside Armenian  
Reduction alternations are common cross-linguistically. First, languages like 
Romanian (22), Palauan (23) and Yakan exhibit phenomena of derived 
environment effects of stressless vowel reduction, as was seen in Western 
Armenian where only a certain set of vowels are affected by stress shift.  
 
(22)  In Romanian, [á] ⇒ [ʌ] when stress shifts (Steriade 2008):  
 a. sʌrák  ‘poor’   sʌrʌk-úts   ‘poor-dim’ 
 b.  papúk  ‘slipper’ paputʃ-él, *pʌputʃ-él ‘slipper-dim’ 
 
(23)  In Palauan all destressed short vowels delete or reduce to ə  
 (Zuraw 2003:3):  
 a.  osíb   osp-ú-k    ‘pick’  
 b.  bilás  biləs-ŋ-έl, *bələs-ŋ-έl  ‘boat’ 
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Armenian has a phonological process of ə-epenthesis as demonstrated above, 
which differentiates it from Romanian and Yakan. Therefore in Armenian, surface 
schwa could be either a reduced vowel or an epenthetic vowel. According to Flora 
(1984) Palauan also has a phonological process of ə-epenthesis, evidenced from 
surface glottal stops. Further investigation needs to be conducted to figure out the 
most accurate phonological description of Palauan and how the epenthesis would 
interact with the reduction/deletion. Putting Palauan aside, Armenian, just like 
Romanian and Yakan can be accounted for using CM (Steriade 2008).  
 Other languages exhibit vowel reduction across the board. For example in 
Catalan, Bulgarian and Russian vowel contrasts collapse in unstressed positions. 
In Catalan for example there are seven vowels that can surface in stressed 
positions, {i, e, ɛ, a, ɔ, o, u}, while only three are found in unstressed positions, 
{i, u, ə} (Crosswhite 2000). The Comparative Markedness analysis can be 
extended to the languages where vowels in both destressed and never stressed 
positions reduce. Instead of just the *NV[−stress] constraint being ranked above a 
specific faithfulness constraint, the *O V[−stress] will also be ranked higher. This will 
result in a general reduction of stressless vowels. 
 
5. Reduction of [uj] 
A final case of reduction that is related to stress is that of the diphthongs. The 
diphthong [uj] reduces to [u] when stress shifts off of it as seen in (24a). The 
reduction of the diphthong is accomplished by the deletion of the glide. Whereas 
no other diphthong reduces as seen from (24b). 
 
(24)  a.  hújs  ‘hope’    hus-ál  ‘to hope’  
   məʃagújth  ‘culture’   məʃaguth-ajín ‘cultural’ 
  khújn   ‘color’    khun-avór ‘colorful’  
  
 b. ʒájr  ‘boulder’   ʒajr-ód  ‘rocky’  
   χój  ‘ram’     χoj-anál  ‘to attack’  
   théj   ‘tea’    thej-níg  ‘tea pot’ 
 
Putting the reduction of the high vowels together with the paradigm presented in 
(24) the chain shift uj > u > ø is revealed. This chain shift cannot be accounted for 
with classical OT markedness. Any markedness constraint that would trigger the 
reduction of [uj] to [u] would be better satisfied with the complete deletion of [uj] 
instead of reduction to [u]. There is a large literature on chain shifts and I will not 
go into the details of each proposed addition to OT. These phenomena are found 
in a number of languages, such as Arabic (McCarthy 2003), Tonkawa (Gouskova 
2003), Palauan (Zuraw 2003), Nzebi (Kirchner 1996), Polish (Lubowicz 2003)...    
 I will account for this chain shift using a distantial faithfulness constraint, 
DIST[mora] ≤ 1 (Zuraw 2003). This constraint restricts alterations of more than 
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one mora between two corresponding nuclei. In other words two corresponding 
nuclei can differ by at most one mora. I assume that ə does not carry a mora, since 
it cannot bare stress. The rest of the monophthongs carry one mora and the 
diphthongs carry two. One other constraint active in this system is WSP (Weight-
to-Stress-Principle  (Prince & Smolensky 1993)), which triggers reduction of the 
diphthong. This constraint requires the heaviest nuclei of a word to be stressed, 
weight in terms of number of moras. Both DIST[mora] ≤1 and MAX[+high] must 
be ranked above WSP in this system as shown in (25):  
 
(25) DIST[mora] ≤1 >> WSP  [thsájn]+/avor/   ⇒  thsajnavór, *thsənavór    
 MAX[+high]  >> WSP   [thsájn]+/avor/   ⇒  thsajnavór, *thsanavór   
 
The non-reduction of non-high diphthongs is seen with tableau (26). 
 
(26) 

 
 
The mechanism that prevents the reduction of [aj] is MAX[+high]. The glide in the 
diphthongs is specified for height, namely [+high]. When the glide is deleted and 
the other segment in the nuclei is [-high], the [+high] feature deletes and incurs a 
MAX[+high] violation, demonstrated in (27b). This is not the case for [uj], where 
the [+high] feature is preserved on the reduced [u], (27a):  
 
(27) 

 
Now turning to the reduction of [új], the system reduces the diphthong to [u], as 
revealed by tableau (28) below.  
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(28)

 
  
As seen from the above tableau MAX[+high] is not violated by the surface form 
(28b) since a high segment from the base diphthong [uj], namely [u] is present in 
the derived form.   
 
6. Conclusion  
Examining the stressed and unstressed vowels of related forms of Western 
Armenian, it becomes clear that a process of destressed vowel reduction exists, 
where potentially deletion and epenthesis work together to get the desired forms 
of some of the paradigms. High vowels that once bore stress do not undergo an 
across the board reduction to ə, but delete whenever the resulting consonant 
cluster is phonotactically acceptable. In the framework of Optimality Theory, 
specifically Comparative Markedness, I have been able to account for the derived 
environment effect data of Western Armenian. Romanian and Yakan derived 
environment effects are also accounted for with CM. Therefore we have a unified 
account for these effects that now includes Western Armenian.  
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